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Abstract—This paper proposes an authentication scheme for
JPEG 2000 (JP2) codestreams with multiple dimensions of
hierarchical scalability. The proposed scheme progressively authenticates received JP2 packets in groups of packets (GoP) to
serve hierarchical scalability in practice. This scheme compares
original and reference signatures to detect tampering of a
codestream in which a reference signature is regenerated from the
received GoP. Original signatures are generated before sending
the codestream and are stored throughout codestreams so that
the scheme fits the progressive decoding of JP2 images. The
proposed scheme remains JP2 codestream compliance and does
not add distortion to signed codestreams. It also takes account
into multiple dimensions of hierarchical scalability, whereas the
conventional scheme allows one scalability. Experimental results
show the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Digital contents are not as secure as they should be. Images,
for example, are vulnerable to tampering. Sometimes, it is
difficult for humans to detect tampering when an original and
tampered images are compared. Therefore, image authentication schemes are required to ensure image integrity [1]. An
image authentication scheme detects intentional modifications
using digital signature [2], robust hash [3] or non-intrusive
schemes that do not process images when they are created [1].
Digital signatures can be hidden in the image itself using
fragile watermarking [4], or they can be transmitted along
with the image [4]. This paper focuses on the latter. In digital
signature-based image authentication schemes, a digital signature is generated from an image. Afterwards, the signature is
compared with a reference signature, which is computed from
the image that is being authenticated. If the image has been
tampered, the reference signature will differ from the original;
otherwise, the image is correctly authenticated (genuine).
Meanwhile, digital images are often compressed for efficient transmission and/or storing. JPEG 2000 (JP2) [5]–[7]
is an international standard for multimedia compression, and
it is known for its set of useful features like hierarchical
scalability as well as its superior compression performance.
For such progressive compressed images, progressive authentication schemes have been proposed [8]–[13], but they only
take account into one dimension of hierarchical scalability or
require a processing each JP2 packets.
In this paper, a new image authentication scheme taking
accounts into multiple dimensions of hierarchical scalability
for JP2 codestreams. Though JP2 allows us to compress an image with multiple dimensions of hierarchical scalability (until
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four dimensions of progressivity) scalable decoding patterns
fewer than the possible patterns are executed in practice. This
paper introduces groups of JP2 packets (GoPs) to fill in the
gaps between the theoretically possible and actual decoding
patterns. The proposed scheme authenticates a codestream in
GoPs.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II overviews the
JP2 standard. Section III presents the proposed authentication
scheme, and the experimental results are shown in Section IV.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. JPEG 2000 OVERVIEW
This section outlines the JP2 standard [5]–[7]. Its encoding
process, codestream structure, and progressive decoding are
further mentioned.
A. Encoding Process
A JP2 encoder is illustrated in Fig. 1. An original image, first, may be spatially divided into blocks referred to
as tiles which will be independently encoded. Furthermore,
a level shifting of pixel values and a color transformation
are applied to one or more tile(s) before applying discrete
wavelet transformation (DWT). In case of lossy compression,
quantization is applied to DWT coefficients. DWT coefficients
are further divided into blocks referred to as codeblocks. Here,
a codeblocks is a unit for encoding. Finally, the adaptive
binary arithmetic encoding known as Tier-1 encoding and the
codestream organizing (Tier-2 coding) are adopted. Subsequent sections further mention the codestream structure and
the progressive decoding.
B. Codestream Organization
Figure 2 shows the JP2 codestream structure. A JP2 codestream begins with a main header followed by a sequence
of tile streams and a marker segment called EOC (end of
codestream) at the end. Each tile stream is composed of a tile
header and a set of part streams which consist of JP2 packets
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of coded data. Header and body data are included in each
JP2 packet. JP2 packets are compound of data belonging to a
specific color component, resolution level, quality layer, and
precinct. Precincts are composed of set of arithmetic encoded
codeblock from a resolution, which belongs to the same spatial
region.
C. Progressive Decoding
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In progressive systems, data are transmitted, stored, and/
or displayed according to a previously defined sequence.
As more data arrived, the better the image is visible in a
progressive decoding. This scalable characteristic is useful for
receiving data over slow transmission links, in access control
applications, in device-based contents adaptations, and so
on [6], [7]. The JP2 standard allows images to be compressed
using four dimensions of progressive scalability: quality layers
(L), resolution levels (R), precincts (P), and color components
(C) [5]–[7].
In JP2, progressions are performed by ordering packets
using a collection of nested loops. Five progression orders are
supported in JP2: LRCP, RLCP, RPCL, PCRL, and CPRL,
where the order of the initials of the four dimensions L-R-CP indicate the hierarchy of nesting governing the progression.
For example, in LRCP progression (Fig. 3 (a)), JP2 packets
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Fig. 4. Groups of JPEG 2000 packets. Different colors for different groups.

from quality layer zero appear first in the codestream for
every resolution levels, color components, and precincts. Then,
JP2 packets from quality layer one and so on will appear
throughout the codestream.
In Digital Cinema [14], however, only two types of JP2
distributions are used : namely, 2k (2048 × 1080 pixels per
frame) and 4k (4096 × 2160 pixels per frame) formats. Decoder shall be able to firstly decode packets for the 2k size,
and then decode packets for the 4k size in case of existing to
improve the final visual quality of frames.
That is, in practical applications, a JP2 coded image is
decoded in a fewer progression levels than the possible progression levels achieved by JP2 packet combinations in a
decoding process. This paper focuses this gap and introduces
the groups of JP2 packets (GoPs) to describe this fact; a GoP
consists of JP2 packets simultaneously decoded. An example
of the concept is shown in Fig. 4 where 12 of JP2 packets
form three different GoPs.
The next section proposes a progressive authentication
scheme for JP2 encoded images. The proposed scheme signs
codestreams and detects tampering in GoPs.
III. P ROPOSED S CHEME
This section proposes a progressive codestream domain
authentication scheme for JP2 coded images. The proposed
system is shown in Fig. 5. An original image is compressed
by a standard JP2 encoder, and the compressed codestream
is signed without being decompressed. Therefore, a suspected
codestream is examined in the codestream domain.
Hereafter, the GoP setting shown in Fig. 4 is considered as
the reference; three different shadow colors indicate three different GoPs which correspond to a bi-dimensional progression
of four resolution levels and three quality layers. Subsequently
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scheme determines that the GoP of the codestream is genuine.
Otherwise, the GoP is tampered.
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three sections describe signing, authentication and the features
f the proposed scheme, respectively.
A. Signing
Figure 6 illustrates the concept of the signing in the proposed scheme. The proposed scheme applies a hash function
to each GoP throughout a codestream, and it encrypts the
obtained hash values with a key. In the reference GoP setting
shown in Fig. 4, the first GoP is compound of four JP2 packets,
the second has five, and the last one consists of three, so
the proposed scheme applies a hash function to first four JP2
packets, middle five JP2 packets, and last three JP2 packets in
Fig. 6.
The encrypted hash values are gathered to form a signature,
which is inserted into the codestream. The proposed scheme
inserts termination marker, that are two bytes value greater
than 0xFF8F, and the encrypted signature after the last packet
header of each GoP. Therefore, each GoP can be independently
verified later.
B. Authentication
The proposed scheme firstly search an inserted signature
with a termination marker. When no signature is found, the
proposed scheme immediately determines that the codestream
is inauthentic.
The codestream with the signature, then, is further examined
as shown in Fig. 7. The proposed scheme extracts the inserted
original signature and decrypts it with the same key used
in the signing process so that the original signature can be
compared with a reference signature. The reference signature
is obtained by applying the same hash function used in the
signing process to the corresponding GoP. When the original
and reference signatures are the same in a GoP, the proposed

This section describes the three principal features of the
proposed scheme: progressive authentication for multiple dimensions of hierarchical scalability, codestream domain processing, and codestream structure compliant.
1) Progressive authentication for Multiple Dimensions of
Hierarchical Scalability: Since the JP2 standard serves several
progression throughout a codestream, an authentication taking
account into multidimensional scalability is needed. The proposed scheme authenticates GoPs which are compound of two
or more dimensions of scalability (quality layer, resolution,
color component, precinct); in other words, it progressively
authenticates JP2 packets with multiple dimensions of scalability.
2) Codestream Domain Processing: As mentioned above,
the proposed scheme signs codestreams in the codestream
domain. A merit of codestream domain processing is that there
is no need of decompressing a codestream to authenticate it:
the original signatures of a GoP and JP2 packets for computing
the reference signature are both accessible in the codestream
domain.
Moreover, codestreams are compound of binary data delimited by marker segments. In other words, codestream processing imply binary operations which are faster and less complex
(low computational cost) than other numerical operations.
It is concluded that the proposed scheme works without
decoding codestreams to the DWT or spatial domain for
processing.
3) Codestream Structure Compliant: The proposed scheme
takes account into the codestream structure for compliance
with JP2 standard. The proposed scheme applies a hash
function to a codestream segment corresponding to a GoP, and
it does not change the segment itself. A signature composed
of hash values is inserted after the last packet header of
each GoP. In the signature insertion, termination marker is
also inserted just before the signature so that a standard JP2
decoder skips the signature rather than decoding it. That is,
decoding a signed codestream with a standard decoder restores
the original decoded image without any distortion.
Consequently, the proposed scheme is compliant with JP2
codestream structure.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
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The effectiveness of the proposed scheme is verified in this
section from the perspective of tamper detection ability and
signature overhead. One of 256 levels of grayscale image with
512 × 512 pixels “Lena” shown in Fig. 8 is used for evaluation. A standard JP2 encoder implemented by Kakadu v6.0
compresses original Lena with four levels of decomposition
and three quality layers. Lossy compression is performed. The
codestream is signed using SHA-1 hash function [15], [16] and
AES encryption [16], [17] in cipher feedback block cipher
mode.

JP2 compliance is remained while a standard decoder is able
to decompress the signed codestream without introducing any
distortion to the decoded image. The scheme takes account into
multidimensionally hierarchical scalability of JP2. Experimental results showed the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.
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